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Taiwan Passes South Korea to Become #1 in Total IC Wafer Fab Capacity
China now has over 50% more IC wafer fabrication capacity than Europe.
IC Insights recently released its new Global Wafer Capacity 2016-2020 report that provides in-depth
detail, analyses, and forecasts for IC industry capacity by wafer
size, by process geometry, by region, and by product type
through 2020.

Figure 1 breaks down the world’s installed

monthly wafer production capacity by geographic region (or
country) as of December 2015. Each regional number is the
total installed monthly capacity of fabs located in that region
regardless of the headquarters location for the companies that
own the fabs.
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For example, the wafer capacity that South

Korea-based Samsung has installed in the U.S. is counted in the
North America capacity total, not in the South Korea capacity total. The ROW region consists primarily of
Singapore, Israel, and Malaysia, but also includes countries/regions such as Russia, Belarus, Australia, and
South America.
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Some highlights of regional IC capacity by wafer size are shown below.
•

As of Dec-2015, Taiwan led all regions/countries in wafer capacity with nearly 22% of worldwide
IC capacity installed in the country. Taiwan surpassed South Korea in 2015 to become the largest
capacity holder after having passed Japan in 2011. China became a larger wafer capacity holder
than Europe for the first time in 2010.

•

For wafers 150mm in diameter and smaller, Japan was the top region in terms of the amount of
capacity. The fabs running small size wafers tend to be older and typically process low-complexity,
commodity type products or specialized devices.

•

The capacity leaders for 200mm wafers were Taiwan and Japan. There have been many 200mm
fabs closed over the past several years, but not in Taiwan and that resulted in the country
becoming the largest source of 200mm capacity beginning in 2012. With Taiwan being home to
most of the IC industry’s foundry capacity, the country’s share of 200mm capacity will likely rise
further in the coming years.

•

For 300mm wafers, South Korea was at the forefront, followed by Taiwan. Taiwan lost its position
as the leading supplier of 300mm wafer capacity in 2013. That was in large part because ProMOS
closed its large 300mm fabs, but it was also due to Samsung and SK Hynix continuing to expand
their fabs in South Korea to support their high-volume DRAM and flash businesses.

Report Details: Global Wafer Capacity 2016-2020
IC Insights’ Global Wafer Capacity 2016-2020—Detailed Analysis and Forecast of the IC Industry’s Wafer

Fab Capacity report assesses the IC industry’s capacity by wafer size, minimum process geometry,
technology type, geographic region, and by device type through 2020. The report includes detailed
profiles of the companies with the greatest fab capacity and gives comprehensive specifications on
existing wafer fab facilities. Global Wafer Capacity 2016-2020 is priced at $4,290 for an individual user
license. A multi-user worldwide corporate license is available for $6,990.
To review additional information about IC Insights’ new and existing market research products and
services please visit our website: www.icinsights.com
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About IC Insights
IC Insights, Inc., based in Scottsdale, Arizona USA, is dedicated to providing high-quality, cost-effective market research for
the semiconductor industry. Founded in 1997, IC Insights offers coverage of global economic trends, the semiconductor
market forecast, capital spending and fab capacity trends, product market details, and technology trends, as well as
complete IC company profiles and evaluations of end-use applications driving demand for ICs.
Web Site: www.icinsights.com • Phone: +1-480-348-1133 • E-mail: info@icinsights.com
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